
ST HUBERTUS HUNTING TOURS

DRIVEN PHEASANT SHOOTING IN CZECHIA

CENTRAL BOHEMIA



HISTORY OF PHEASANT BREEDING IN CZECHIA
According to the legend, the Colchis pheasant (Phasianus Colchicus) was found by

so/called Argonauts in Colchis during their research of the Golden Fleece. From

Colchis they brought live pheasants to Greece. It is just a legend but it is true that the

Greeks and later the Romans contributed to the spread of pheasants across the

whole Europe. The Roman poet Giovenale wrote that pheasants were the birds of

Scythia, the ancient Central Eurasia region. The Romans used pheasants with their

beautiful colours for ornamental purposes in the parks of patrician villas. Only from

XI century the pheasants were introduced in European hunting game preserves

owned by kings and noble families. The history of pheasant breeding in the

Bohemian lands goes back to the 11th century and the first official pheasantry was

founded near Králuv Dvůr by the Bohemian king and German Kaiser Charles IV in the

14th century. The breeding and hunting of the pheasant have become so popular here

that during the times a specific species called in French Fasan de Boheme or in

German der Bohmische Jagdfasan become very popular for its strong and healthily

form. The modern driven shooting is connected with the Hasburg imperial house

reigning in the Bohemia till the World War One. In the 1845 there were almost 200

pheasant breeding across the country. Nowadays the driven shooting in the Czech

Republic boasts great reputation for the quality of birds, excellent organization and

maintaining of original tradition connected to the event.



FIRST CLASS AREAS WITH HIGH FLYING PHEASANTS  
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Driven pheasant shoots take place in an area of over 2000 hectares where 50,000 pheasants are released each year. Local breeding
stations produce healthy young birds with a good ability to adapt to the harsh conditions of life in the wild. Pheasants are usually released
at 10 weeks of age. A high percentage of released birds are lost. This means that during the shooting days you will find well developed
birds with beautiful plumage and long tails. The area is largely wooded with tall trees. All drives on the two day shoot are of good to
excellent quality. Some of the drives are extremely challenging as the guns are placed in narrow gorges between rocks and surrounded by
tall trees with the pheasants flying very high over their heads. Other drives are organised in such a way that guns see pheasants arriving
from a distance, flying very high over hills and tall trees. As many of our guests from UK and other countrises can attest, there is no doubt
that this area can satisfy even the most demanding guns.

The days begin with a short ceremony involving the
staff, guns, beaters, dogs, and pickers-up.
Instructions for the day are given, followed by the
sounding of horns. The number of drives per day
varies from 5 to 7, and each gun takes a different
position in each drive, so that all guns have similar
shooting opportunities during the day. Each gun can
count on one or two loaders (who load the guest's
gun and keep a record of the birds shot on each
drive) and a helper to carry shells. Experienced
beaters and high pedigree dogs make an essential
contribution to the success of shooting days with
rich game bags of 500 to 1,500 and more. At the
end of each day', the bagged pheasants are laid out
in a neat tableau surrounded by fresh evergreen
branches. In keeping with local tradition, hunting
horns are blown.

ORGANIZATION OF DRIVEN SHOOT
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A pleasant stay is assured in a small boutique hotel
within 10 min drive from the shooting area. This
hotel combines a historical building with a modern
design and offers comfortable rooms with private
bathroom, wifi connection and Nespresso coffee
machine. The breakfast is included and served in the
hotel restaurant. For dining there will be a 4- course
menu.

Accommodation in a small hotel
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A very pleasant stay is assuredin a Classicistic Chateau set around 70 km from Prague and near the shooting area. Surrounded by a beautiful English park famous for

its sequioa trees that are under over 160 years old. The Chateau has been carefully refurbished in past years using modern material while maintaining its historical

charm. Elegant rooms offer comfortable sleep, fast free internet connection, cable TV and minibars, while the suites also have large living rooms. The Chateau offers a

luxurious wellness area and multiuse sport camp.The hotel’s Restaurant serves a selection of Czech and international cuisine accompanied by fine local and foreign

wines.

Accommodation at Classicistic Chateau
Prices upon request 
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The gastronomic part of the trip is almost equally important as

the shooting one. We make sure our guests have a great

experience when tasting local food with specialties from venison.

The restaurant serving the lunch included in the first two

packages is probably the most famous one for venison meals in

the Czech Republic and represented the country at the EXPO

exhibition in Milan in 2015.
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Gastronomy during shooting days
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Dinner at upscale restaurant (upon request)

The chef of this luxury restaurant boasts experience in many awarded restaurants like
"Atelier de Joël Robuchon" and "Les Ambassadeurs" in "Hotel de Crillon", to name a
few. A few years ago, he moved from restaurant in France (2 Star Michelin restaurant
in French Riviera) to lead staff of Czech Restaurant near Prague where he delights the
most refined palates.
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OUR OFFER

1 SHOOTING DAY AND 2 NIGHTS AT THE BOUTIQUE HOTEL

Transfers during the shooting days
Czech Hunting License and Insurance

Entire Organization of pheasants driven shooting
2 nights in the hotel – Double Room single use with breakfast

1 lunch at restaurant
2 dinner at the hotel’s restaurant 
Bag of 50 pheasants in one day 

Total amount per person: 2550 EUR

Price per pheasant above the bag included in the package: 35 EUR each.
Package is calculated based on a group of 10 guns with 1000 pheasants in 2 days

OTHER SERVICES
Shotgun rental: 50 € per day per shotgun

Additional loader: 80 € per day
Transfer from the airport: price upon request
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OUR OFFER

2 SHOOTING DAYS AND 3 NIGHTS AT THE BOUTIQUE HOTEL

Transfers during the shooting days
Czech Hunting License and Insurance

Entire Organization of pheasants driven shooting
3 nights in the hotel – Double Room single use with breakfast

2 x lunch at restaurant
3 dinners at the hotel’s restaurant 
Bag of 100 pheasants in two days

Total amount per person: 4750 EUR

Price per pheasant above the bag included in the package: 35 EUR each.
Package is calculated based on a group of 10 guns with 1000 pheasants in 2 days

OTHER SERVICES
Shotgun rental: 50 € per day per shotgun

Additional loader: 80 € per day
Transfer from the airport: price upon request
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